










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4. maintaining continuity of funding, 
support, staff over the long term 

(despite changes in political and 
economic climates) 

5 ,  logistics of collecting, storing, analysing 
data so that  it is accessible over the 
long term 

6 .  regulatory and institutional inflexibility 

(real or perceived) 

7. "institutional inertia" 

(reluctance to change practices, objectives 
or opinions; barriers to quick response; 
prior commitment to certain course of 
action) 

8. pressure to alter plans o r  poor 
understanding of how to implement 
plans 

10. unclear, inconsistent definition of 

o correct misinterpretations when they arise 

all, 
especially 
425 

4,5 

1,2,5 

5 

3 

o document assumptions, objectives, treatments, sites etc., and ensure that information is accessible (e.g., 
sites, treatments, status could be mapped on GIs  map layers and stored electronically and as hard copy 
maps) 

o write fonnal plan that: states long term schedule of treatments, monitoring, evaluation; assigns 
responsibility for tasks to specific individuals or positions 

e generate local support and sense of ownership in project beyond government agencies (e.g., by 
incorporating into regional plans, through public education and involvement) 

e have outgoing staff train incoming staff (overlap "employment windows") 
* if possible, design plans to weather interruptions in funding (so that you can still get some information 

if funding is reduced) 
develop explicit, written plan for handling data (e.g., who is responsible for tasks, storage format, 
access) 
a well-designed, focused monitoring program will minimize the amount of data that is generated 
integrate data from adaptive management with other standard databases 

a for some issues, the FPC provides enough flexibility to test a range of treatments 
a the FPC states minimum standards-and does not prevent testing of practices that exceed them 
0 analysis of past management actions will often provide information on response at one end of a range 
* get commitment I-roni all participants, at outset 
0 ensure good, ongoing communication between those who make decisions and those who implement 

and evaluate them 
o delegate decision-making authority to those as close to the ground as possible (but with checks and 

balances) 
get agreement at outset on how potential results will change objectives, or practices 
sense of ownership in project will enhance willingness to change on basis of results 
involve range of stakeholders, agencies from the outset 
involve operations staff or contractors responsible for implementing plans in assessment and design 






























































































































































































































